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Oracle MICROS InMotion Mobile

Oracle MICROS InMotion Mobile is a free, downloadable companion app to
Oracle Hospitality Reporting and Analytics Cloud Service. Oracle MICROS
InMotion Mobile provides actionable data, enabling hospitality operators to
evaluate performance, measure success against forecast, and make
business-critical decisions in real time by accessing data with mobile devices.

KEY FEATURES

Real-Time Hospitality Management

•

Up-to-the-minute statistics on daily
F&B operations—including sales,
labor, discounts, tenders, and guest
count—visible on smartphones

Designed specifically for restaurant and hotel operations and management, Oracle

Up-to-the-minute statistics on hotel
properties—including arrivals,
departures, and housekeeping data—
visible on smartphones

in your own language. You can then easily and intuitively explore and act on key

•

MICROS InMotion Mobile delivers data in an easy-to-understand interface, so you can
view both high-level trends and the results of front-line operations on your smartphone
performance indicators (KPIs) from any location.

Actionable Data on Your Mobile Device

•

Ability to track forecasts against
actual, real-time performance

•

Operational alerts that enable swift
response to issues

Cloud Service and Oracle Hospitality Reporting and Analytics Standard Cloud Service,

•

Available on iOS and Android

hospitality operators to evaluate performance; measure success against forecast; and

KEY BENEFITS

•

Improve decision-making with access
to real-time data anytime, anywhere

•

Ensure guest satisfaction by
monitoring kitchen ticket times and
responding to issues

As the mobile companion to both Oracle Hospitality Reporting and Analytics Advanced
Oracle MICROS InMotion Mobile provides real-time, actionable alerts, enabling
make better, faster decisions.

Empower Hotel and Restaurant Operations
Oracle MICROS InMotion Mobile unifies data from two different industries—the food
and beverage (F&B) industry and the hotel industry—into a single mobile app. It allows

Monitor revenues by tracking sales
and guest count across locations

both restaurant and hotel managers to visualize, explore, and take action on KPIs right

•

Understand employee performance
and productivity

For F&B establishments, Oracle MICROS InMotion Mobile enables managers to make

•

Track profitability in real time by
monitoring the use of discounts

•

Improve hotel management by
tracking arrivals, departures, and
housekeeping

the daily view beyond F&B into multifaceted hotel operation. Hotel management can

Accelerate communication between
operations personnel

performance. Communication between housekeeping and the front desk becomes

•

•

from their mobile devices.

informed decisions based upon statistics of profits, costs, sales, and labor.
When paired with Oracle Hospitality OPERA Property solutions, the mobile app extends
track key metrics, such as average daily rate, revenue per available room, and
occupancy rate, to measure current hotel sales performance compared with last year’s
transparent because of real-time visibility of ready rooms compared with expected
arrivals. Combining F&B with hotel reporting in real time from one application enables a
thorough understanding and integrated view of hotel performance.
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RELAT ED PRODUCTS

Plan and Communicate Effectively

A tool provided with Oracle Hospitality
Reporting and Analytics Cloud Service,
Oracle MICROS InMotion Mobile is
compatible with the following systems:
•

Oracle Hospitality Simphony
Cloud Service

•

Oracle Hospitality Simphony
First Edition Cloud Service

•

Oracle Hospitality RES 3700
Point-of-Sale

•

Oracle Hospitality e7 Point-of-Sale

•

Oracle’s MICROS 9700 Hospitality
Management System

•

Oracle Hospitality OPERA Property
Cloud Service

Figure 1. Preview and review real-time
forecasts and trends. Capture the day’s
progress for easy business strategizing.

Figure 2. Communication between
managers is instant and easy while
using Notes. Notes keep managers at
all locations organized and in sync.

Measure and Reward Performance While Enhancing
Guest Experiences

Figure 3. Compare performance
rankings among employees and
locations to provide reward and
competition opportunities. Understand
the average time tickets take to be
fulfilled in the kitchen to better control
service and food preparation.
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Figure 4. Perform a check lookup and email guests their checks from within the
app.
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Be Aware of Your Business

Figure 5. Manage your business from afar. An exception-based alerting system notifies
users with relevant information when specified thresholds are exceeded.

View Information About Your Entire Property

Figure 6. Hotel managers can manage
their entire property—viewing
information on arrivals, departures, and
housekeeping stats, or checking in on
F&B operations.
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Figure 7. Hotel managers can view realtime information from Oracle Hospitality
OPERA Property Cloud Service
solutions.
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CONTACT US

For more information about Oracle MICROS inMotion Mobile and Oracle Hospitality Reporting and
Analytics Cloud Service, visit oracle.com or call +1.800.ORACLE1 to speak to an Oracle representative.

CONNECT W ITH US

blogs.oracle.com/hospitality
facebook.com/OracleHospitality
twitter.com/OracleHosp
oracle.com
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